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• Aware of some
language needs but
rarely works on them

• Rarely uses technology
to support language

• Aware of language needs
and sometimes works on
them

• Uses technology to
support language

• Knows own language
needs and usually
works on them

• Uses technology to
develop language

• Understands own
language needs and
works on them

• Uses technology to
complement language

R
ea

di
ng

• Reads fluently at the
4th-6th grade level

• Reads simple articles
and graded readers
with effort

• Other texts are a
challenge

• Has difficulty selecting
info appropriate to the
required task

• Rarely reads English
materials

• Reads fluently at the 6th-
8th grade level

• Reads simple articles,
books, newspapers, and
websites with some effort

• Can sometimes select
info appropriate to the
required task

• Reads English materials
when necessary

• Reads fluently at the
9th-12th grade level

• Reads magazines,
newspapers and web
sites

• Reads textbooks and
novels with effort

• Can usually select
info appropriate to the
required task

• Reads English
material occasionally

• Reads college-level
academic material

• Reads textbooks,
novels, web sites,
magazines,
newspapers

• Can effectively select
info appropriate to the
required task

• Reads English
material frequently

Li
st

en
in

g

• Understands 20% of
academic lectures and
videos

• Difficulty understanding
aural materials

• Has difficulty listening
for and selecting info
appropriate to the
required task

• Aware of but rarely
uses active listening
strategies: eye contact,
confirming, questioning,
note-taking

• Understands up to 50%
of academic lectures and
videos, less of recorded
audio materials

• Sometimes listens for
and selects info
appropriate to the
required task

• Aware of and sometimes
uses active listening
strategies: eye contact,
confirming, questioning,
note-taking

• Understands up to
80% of academic
lectures, videos and
recorded audio
materials

• Usually listens for and
selects info
appropriate to the
required task

• Aware of and usually
uses active listening
strategies: confirming,
questioning, eye
contact, note-taking

• Understands more
than 90% of academic
lectures, videos and
recorded materials

• Effectively listens for
and selects info
appropriate to the
required task

• Uses active listening
strategies effectively:
eye contact,
confirming,
questioning, note-
taking

Sp
ea

ki
ng

• Incomplete sentences:
simple phrases, maybe
just words

• frequent disfluent
pauses and fillers

• pronunciation
difficulties: native
language speech
prosodic and phonetic
features dominant

• difficulty giving
speeches without notes

• difficulty speaking one-
on-one

• little conversational
ability

• rarely asks classroom
questions

• difficulty with oral
reading

• little eye contact
• low volume
• Has difficulty choosing

info appropriate to the
required speaking task

• Some incomplete
sentences: phrases and
simple clauses

• some disfluent pauses
and fillers

• some pronunciation
difficulties: native
language speech
prosodic and phonetic
features evident

• can give speeches with
some use of notes

• can speak one-on-one
with effort

• developing
conversational ability

• asks classroom
questions occasionally

• can read orally with effort
• some eye contact
• some control over voice

quality
• Can sometimes choose

info appropriate to the
required speaking task

• Complete sentences:
simple clauses

• few disfluent pauses;
effective fillers

• few pronunciation
difficulties: some
native language
prosodic and phonetic
features, but
approaching fluency

• can give speeches
without notes

• can speak one-on-
one

• conversational ability
• can ask classroom

questions
• can read orally
• makes eye contact
• can project voice
• Can usually choose

info appropriate to the
required speaking
task

• Complete sentences:
complex clauses

• Effective pauses and
fillers

• Fluent pronunciation
with first language
accent

• Can give rehearsed
speeches with
confidence

• Can speak one-on-
one fluently and
confidently

• Conversation fluency
• Asks classroom

questions frequently
• Oral reading fluency
• Usually makes eye

contact
• Good voice quality
• Can effectively

choose info
appropriate to the
required speaking task

La
ng

ua
ge

D
ev

el
op

m
en

t • Rarely uses strategies
for acquiring vocabulary

• Rarely uses strategies
for acquiring grammar

• Aware of and sometimes
uses strategies for
acquiring vocabulary

• Aware of and sometimes
uses strategies for
acquiring grammar

• Knows and uses
some strategies for
acquiring vocabulary

• Knows and uses
some strategies for
acquiring grammar

• Effectively uses
different strategies for
acquiring vocabulary

• Effectively uses
different strategies for
acquiring grammar
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The text does contain
information and ideas,
but it is basically weak
in many significant
ways, including
analysis, development,
and writing style.

The text displays one or
more of the following
problems:

• Ideas: States or
infers, but does not
maintain, a controlling
idea;

• Development: Offers
a simplistic, partly
inappropriate, or
unstructured
response;

• Development:
Provides justification
that is not elaborated
or is somewhat
unclear; and

• Analysis:
Demonstrates unclear
or flawed reasoning.

The text is essentially
simplistic and
occasionally inaccurate;
some sentences are
monotonous; cohesion
between sentences is
occasionally lacking;
some grammar forms
and usage interfere with
meaning.

The text displays a
general lack of
knowledge of
conventional academic
essay formatting, and
contains major
formatting problems.

The text is basically
acceptable, but it is weak
in its analysis and
development ideas, and
its writing style, including
word usage and
formatting.

The text displays one or
more of the following
features:

• Ideas: Attempts a
relevant purpose that
may be inconsistently
maintained, based on
the directions;

• Development:
Evidences
organizational effort,
but achieves flawed
coherence and
cohesion;

• Development: Provides
justification,
occasionally without
appropriate
elaboration; and

• Analysis:
Demonstrates
reasoning that is
occasionally superficial
or limited.

The text shows that its
prose is usually clear,
with occasional
imprecise word choice; it
exhibits some sentence
variety, and may contain
grammar forms and
usage that interfere with
textual meaning.

The text displays some
knowledge of
conventional academic
essay formatting, but
contains one or more
major formatting
problems.

The text is generally
effective and in some
ways strong in its
analysis and
development of ideas,
and writing style,
including word usage
and formatting.

The text for the most
part…

• Ideas: Establishes and
maintains a relevant
purpose, relative to the
assignment directions;

• Development: Is
organized, with some
attention to coherence
and cohesion;

• Development:
Contains adequate
justification that
supports the purpose
of the assignment; and

• Analysis:
Demonstrates
acceptable reasoning.

The text shows that its
author can usually
choose words of
sufficient precision,
control sentences of
reasonable variety, and
observe conventions of
standard written English.

The text displays general
knowledge and use of
conventional academic
essay formatting,
possibly with an
occasional minor error.

The text is strong and
effective because of its
insightful analysis and
development of ideas, and
effective writing style,
including word usage and
formatting.

The text for the most part…

• Ideas: Establishes and
maintains a clear,
relevant purpose, relative
to the assignment
directions;

• Development: Is
effectively organized, with
attention to coherence
and cohesion;

• Development: Contains
well-chosen, sufficiently
detailed justification that
supports the purpose of
the assignment; and

• Analysis: Demonstrates
persuasive reasoning.

The text shows that its
author can choose words
correctly, use complex
sentences effectively, and
observe conventions of
standard written English.

The text displays
knowledge and consistent
use of conventional
academic essay formatting,
including paper size,
margins, fonts, header info,
and paragraphing.

St
ud

en
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• Rarely meets college
expectations

• Rarely uses
technology to meet
course requirements

• Participates minimally
with groups to
complete tasks

• Aware of and
sometimes follows
academic expectations

• Sometimes uses
technology to meet
academic requirements

• Can work in groups to
complete tasks

• Understands and
usually follows
academic expectations

• Usually uses
technology to meet
academic requirements

• Contributes to groups
to complete tasks

• Understands and
consistently follows
academic expectations

• Effectively uses
technology to meet
academic requirements

• Effectively contributes to
groups to complete tasks


